
Ready T-Bracket Spill Berms measure up to largest spill 
containment and support requirements 

 

Oil spills and discharges most commonly happen during the oil storage container transfer 
process, and during fuel and chemical deliveries.  Even though the majority of spills involve less 
than 100 gallons, most facilities that maintain above-ground storage of more than 1320 gallons 
of oil are still required to have oil spill plans in place as part of EPA and other regulatory rules.  
It is advisable, as part of an oil or chemical spill contingency plan, to have oil spill kits and spill 
berms at the ready any place where oil is transferred from truck to storage areas and where oil 
storage drums and containers are housed.  This includes receiving docks, fleet cleaning, decon 
and maintenance areas, outdoor storage buildings, waste collection areas, oil mixing and 
processing areas or where oil is routinely pumped from 55 gallon drums. 
 
Spill kits are designed as a countermeasure to help contain and clean up hazardous liquids in 
the event that a spill occurs; whether it is due to container mishandling or leakage.  For larger 
fuel storage and chemical storage spill control and containment requirements, spill berms are 
an integral part of any oil spill mitigation plan.  Interstate Products Inc. (IPI) carries a broad 
range of portable spill berms, in a variety of sizes and materials to meet any requirement.   
 
IPI has continued expanding our spill containment berm product line with the introduction of 
increased wall heights and liquid storage capacity on our Ready L-Bracket Berm; which is also 
now available with “T” shaped bracket supports.  Both IPI‟s Rapid Entry and L-Bracket berms 
can now be manufactured to accommodate up to eighteen inch T brackets for the largest 
support and containment requirements.  Combo wall berms are ideal for use as secondary 
containment for tanker trucks, decontamination, fuel and chemical deliveries; and for larger 
capacity containment areas ranging from thousands of gallons to tens of thousands of gallons.             
Our new T-Bracket Berms accommodate larger tankers by offering more containment capacity 
in a smaller space.   
 
IPI manufactures foam wall berms in a variety of both standard and customized sizes with wall 
heights ranging from 2 inches up to 12 inches available.  Our new T-Bracket Berm is designed 
to support higher containment capacity by providing greater wall strength.  Where the standard 
L-Bracket Berm can hold up to 748 gallons, the new T brackets can hold up to 50 percent more 
within a smaller overall berm footprint. 
 
The versatile, space saving Ready L-Bracket spill containment berm offers features that make it 
ideal for spill control. The lightweight supports take up almost no extra space and it folds down 
to a compact size for easy storage and transport.  This berm is ideal to use in a manufacturing 
plant for temporary storage of batteries, drums, tanks, maintenance parts and more. The 
compact size and portability also provides for sturdy spill response at jobsites for leaking tanks, 
vehicles, equipment and machinery.  Heavy duty supports make our berms even tougher and 
stronger than the myriad of „economy‟ berms on the market today. 
 
IPI‟s standard Ready L-Bracket Berm is manufactured using 30 mil XR-5® geomembrane, which 
is made from heavy-duty reinforced fabric that is ideal for the rapid entry of trucks and tankers, 
providing for containment of most common spills.  Optional berm liners, ground mats and 
containment pads can be ordered for under the berm protection and placement on rough 
terrain.   

http://www.interstateproducts.com/all_spill_berms-ready.htm


 
In addition to collapsible, foam wall drive through berms, we can build customized combo wall 
berms in a variety of wall heights that provide maximum support with T bracket reinforcement 
on the longer side walls and drive-over foam walls on the entry and exit sides.  Our customer 
can feel secure with a 7-year warranty on seams and workmanship and 10 years pro-rated on 
cracking and UV damage. Our berm specialists are available by calling 1-800-474-7294.  For 
more information visit:  http://store.interstateproducts.com/all_spill_berms-ready.htm 
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